


The Problem

Dealing with NFT's is expensive!

If an ordinary user just wants to
experience the world of NFT's, he'd
have to pay a hefty amount in gas
fee, just to get his NFT's listed

While Lazy Minting comes to the
rescue for sellers, allowing them to
create and list their NFT's for free,
buyers still need to have crypto in
their wallets

Metamask, the most famous
crypto wallet, has recently
crossed 5 Mil users, and only
a handful of them possess
actual crypto

And not everyone has Crypto in their wallets



The Solution

What if we could
completely eliminate the
need to deal with crypto,
while also minimizing
Minting costs, thus
opening the world of
NFT's to users beyond the
crypto realm? 



The Circle Magic

Thanks to Circle, we can
finally help onboard
users that are interested
in the underlying value of
NFT's, yet have a limited
knowledge of
cryptocurrencies. Using
Circle, our users can now
buy NFT's using fiat! 



The Solution

List your NFT's
for free by the
help of Lazy
Minting

Buy NFT's using
your traditional
bank cards,
made possible
by 

The NFT creators can
opt to receive their
profits in either
crypto or fiat, thus
encouraging all
kinds of artists



Scalability

The NFT market has
surged by almost 8x since
2020 to reach an
estimated value of almost
$ 3,000,000,000.

At an average only 20000 to
40000 users deal with NFT's
in  a given month.

This can be attributed to the lack of
on-chain users, something that our
solution will help solving.

In a survey, 40% people knew about
NFT's in one way or the other, 15%
were interested in buying them yet
only 4% had crypto holdings. 



Us and IPFS

There was just one road block,
we cannot host the signatures
directly on a centralized
database, so we use IPFS for the
job. Now whenever we create a
signature, the JSON file will get
appended to IPFS and that's
where we will fetch our data.
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